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We consider the parsing method to be used in dynamic dic�

tionary based data compression� We show that ��� the com�

monly used greedy parsing may result in far from optimal

compression with respect to the dictionary in use� ��� a one�

lookahead greedy parsing scheme obtains optimality with re�

spect to any dictionary construction schemes that satisfy the

pre�x property� and ��� there is a data structure which en�

ables e	cient on�line implementation of this one�lookahead

method�

Summary

The most common compression algorithms used in prac�
tice are the on�line dictionary schemes� These algo�
rithms are based on maintaining a dictionary of strings
that are called phrases� They parse the input string T
incrementally� i�e�� partition T to non�overlapping sub�
strings that appear in the dictionary D so that longer
pre�xes of T are compressed in successive iterations�
These substrings are represented in the compressed
string T � by the respective dictionary codewords�

Most practical compression algorithms use dynamic

dictionary construction schemes� introduced by Ziv and
Lempel �ZL��� ZL���� in which the dictionary is initially
empty and is constructed incrementally� in an on�line
fashion� as the input is read� some of its substrings
are chosen as dictionary phrases and added to the
dictionary�

The most popular dictionary based compression al�
gorithms are the LZ�� method �ZL���� its LZW vari�
ant �Wel�	�� and the LZ�� method �ZL���� Most dy�
namic schemes� including the above� satisfy the pre�x

property� for any given phrase in the dictionary� all its
pre�xes are also phrases in the dictionary�
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We consider the parsing method that is to be used
once the dictionary construction scheme is selected� In
particular� given a dictionary construction scheme� we
consider whether there is an e
cient dynamic parsing
method that achieves optimality with respect to this
scheme on all input strings� We call a parsing method
optimal with respect to a given dictionary construction
scheme� if it obtains the smallest number of phrases
possible on any input string� Under certain conditions
�which apply LZ��� LZW� and other existing schemes �
this phrase optimality translates into bit optimality�

For static dictionaries� in which the phrases are
�xed before the parsing starts� the issue of parsing op�
timality has been resolved for pre�x closed dictionaries�
Greedy parsing is far from optimal� there are strings
that can be parsed to m phrases using a given �static�
dictionary� for which greedy parsing with the same dic�
tionary obtains �m���� phrases �GS���� On the other
hand� �nding optimal parsing for pre�x�closed dictio�
naries can be done in linear time�

We show that greedy parsing can be far from op�
timal for dynamic dictionary construction schemes� by
considering the LZW scheme� and showing a gap similar
to the static case� We also show that a one�lookahead
scheme� denoted as �exible parsing� or FP� obtains opti�
mality with respect to any dictionary scheme satisfying
the pre�x property� We also introduce a data structure
which implements FP for the LZW dictionary in amor�
tized O��� time per character� and space proportional
to the size of the compressed output� which are both
optimal�

Below we overview some of our results� More
details can be found in �MS���� where we also show that
greedy parsing is optimal for dictionaries with the su
x
property� and explore the use of k�lookahead schemes
�k � �� for parsing optimality in dictionaries without
the pre�x property� An experimental study of the FP
scheme is given in �MRS����

Non�optimality of Greedy Parsing�

A greedy parser selects the longest advancing pre�x of
the uncompressed portion of the text in every iteration�
There are input strings which can be parsed to some

O��� phrases� and be represented by O�� log �� bits by

using the LZW dictionary for which greedy parser ob�



�

tains ������ phrases and outputs ����� log �� bits�

We �rst construct a string T which uses an ar�
bitrarily large dictionary � � f�� �� � � � � k� k � �� k �
�� � � � � k �

p
kg� where k is a prime number� Let R be

the substring �� � � � � k� and let Ri denote the concate�
nation of i copies of the string R� Let S be the sub�
string �� �� �� �� �� � � � � �� �� � � � � k� and let T be the con�
catenation of �� S� k � �� �� R�� �� k � �� �� R�� �� � � � � k �p
k� �� Rpk��

� ��

The LZW dictionary scheme �rst processes
the substring S� and inserts the substrings
����� ����� ����� ������ ����� � � � � ��� � � � k� in D with
respective codewords k�

p
k��� k�

p
k��� � � � � �k���

Then it processes the substrings �k � i� �� Ri� �� for
i � �� � � � �

p
k � �� for each such substring it �rst inserts

in D� ���k � i��� then inserts ��k � i��� � � � i � ��� and
because k is prime� then inserts all substrings of Ri of
size i � �� Altogether there will be k � � insertions to
D� and hence no more than ����� log k � O��� bits are
required to represent a codeword at any iteration�

For each substring inserted in D� LZW outputs one
codeword� hence the total number of codewords output
by LZW for T is at least k���� This implies that the
total number of bits it outputs is at least k��� log k� An
optimal parser still obtains �k�� phrases for S� however
it obtains only one phrase for every occurrence of R in
T � Hence the number of phrases it outputs for each Ri

is no more than i��� and the total number of phrases it
outputs for T is no more than �k� and the total number
of bits it outputs is no more than �����k log k �O�k��

Optimality of FP�
We now turn our attention to FP� Rather than
greedily parsing the longest advancing pre�x of the
uncompressed portion of the text� FP parses the pre�x
which results in the longest advancement in the next
iteration�
For any dictionary construction scheme which builds

a dictionary that satis�es the pre�x property at all

iterations� �exible parsing obtains the minimum number

of phrases out of any input string T �

Let Pd be a dictionary construction scheme that
builds a dictionary satisfying the pre�x property at
all iterations� and let C and C� be the compression
algorithms that respectively use FP � and any other
parsing scheme together with Pd� Our claim is that the
number of codewords output by C on any given input T
is at most that output by C��

Let the ith phrase of T obtained by C end at position
E�i�� and the ith phrase obtained by C� end at position
E��i�� Similarly� let the longest phrase in D which starts
at E�i��� end at position L�i� and let the longest phrase

which starts at E��i� � � end at position L��i�� We
show by induction on i that L�i� � L��i�� Notice that
T �E��i� � � � L��i�� is a phrase and E��i� � L��i � �� �
L�i� ��� Hence� because D is a pre�x dictionary� either
��� T �E�i � �� � � � E��i�� is a phrase in D� hence by
de�nition of FP� L�i� � L��i�� or ��� E��i� � E�i� ���
which completes the induction�

E�cient implementation of FP�
There is a data structure which can implement the LZW

dictionary construction with FP in amortized O��� time

per character� using O�jT �j� space�
The data structure maintains the trie� T � of phrases

as in the original LZW algorithm� in addition� it
also maintains T r� the compressed trie of the re�

verses of all phrases inserted in the T � �Given a
string S � s�� s�� � � � � sn� its reverse Sr is the string
sn� sn��� � � � � s�� s��� For each node v in T � there is a
corresponding node vr in T r� linked to v� which repre�
sents the reverse of the phrase represented by v� As in
the case of the T alone� the insertion of a phrase S to
this data structure takes O�jSj� time� Given a dictio�
nary phrase S� and the node n which represents S in
T � one can �nd out whether the substring obtained by
concatenating S with any character a is in D� by check�
ing out if there is an edge from n with corresponding
character a in O��� time� Similarly checking whether
S�� � jSj� is in D requires O��� time time by going from
n to n�� the node representing reverse of S in T r� and
checking if the parent of n� represents S�� � jSj�r� The
total space needed is O�jDj� � O�T ���
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